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1

Introduction
Non-coding RNA (ncRNA) constitutes a significant portion of the mammalian transcriptome [1, 2]. These transcripts form by no means a homogeneous class, however. A
large sub-class of long ncRNAs (lncRNAs) that includes mRNA-like RNAs [3] differs
from their protein-coding siblings only in coding capacity: these transcripts are capped,
spliced, and polyadenylated. At least some of them, furthermore, are conserved over
long evolutionary time-scales [4, 5]. Nuclear retained ncRNAs, on the other hand, are
often spliced transcripts but not polyadenylated. These “dark matter RNAs”, which
have remained largely un-annotated so far, can in fact be the dominating non-ribosomal
RNA component in a mammalian cell [6]. To-date, most examples of long ncRNAs for
which detailed functional information is available are spliced, see e.g. [7] for a recent
review.
About 4.5% of the human protein-coding genes are intron-less [8]. Until very recently,
they have not received much attention in the literature even though they share special,
distinctive features that set them apart from their spliced cousins: Efficient mRNA
export to the cytoplasm is normally linked to splicing [9]. Most intron-less mRNAs
instead require polyadenylation and specific sequence elements to facilitate efficient
packaging into the TREX mRNA export complex [10]. As a group, they are expressed
at lower levels, tend to be more tissue specific, evolve at faster rates, and are relatively
recent origins [11]. Another distinctive class of intron-less genes is formed by the extremely well-conserved replication-dependent histone genes featuring a unique 3’ end
structure [12].
In this contribution we focus on the even less-well unspliced non-coding transcripts
and characterize their genomic distribution and their organization relative to the much
better characterized spliced transcriptional output of the human genome. A survey of
the literature, briefly summarized below, suggests that there are at least three major
groups of unspliced non-coding transcripts: intronic transcripts typically associated
with protein-coding genes, transcripts associated with long 3’-UTRs, and independent
1
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unspliced RNAs found in intergenic regions.
Tens of thousands of totally and partially intronic transcripts (TINs and PINs) have
been reported in the human and mouse transcriptomes [13, 14, 15], many of which are
unspliced. A large fraction of these comprises unspliced long anti-sense intronic RNAs
[16, 17]. Intronic transcripts have been implicated in gene regulation, presumably employing a variety of different mechanisms [18, 19]. Although a detailed analysis of
nearly 40,000 putative ncRNAs from RIKEN’s FANTOM3 transcript data set showed
that a large fraction of the intronic and intergenic transcripts are potentially internally
primed from even longer transcripts [20], there are nevertheless thousands of transcripts
for which there is no indication that they might be technical artifacts. It is unclear at
present how many of them are functional.
The 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTRs) of eukaryotic genes not only regulate mRNA
stability, localization and translation. In addition, a large number of 3’UTRs in animals can be decoupled from the protein-coding sequences to which they are normally
linked. This independent expression of 3’UTR-derived RNAs (uaRNAs) is regulated
and conserved. They appear to function as non-coding RNAs in trans [21]. In the form
of independent uaRNAs, they are often detectable as unspliced ESTs. A recent study,
furthermore, found parallels in sequence composition between lncRNAs and 3’ UTRs
that sets both groups apart from 5’UTRs and coding regions [22].
The best-known examples of independently located unspliced ncRNAs are MALAT1 and MENβ. These long (∼ 8.7kb and ∼ 20kb, resp.) ncRNAs organize nuclear
structures known as SC35 speckles and paraspeckles, respectively [23, 24, 25]. Both
transcripts are spliced only infrequently [26] and are rather well-conserved [27]. This
class also contains important disease-associated RNAs such as PRNCR1 [28]. In contrast, the even longer (∼ 100kb) transcripts involved in the regulation of imprinted loci
(e.g. Airn [29, 30], and KCNQ1OT1 [31]) are very poorly conserved. Similar macroRNAs have been observed in tumor cells [6].
Recent evidence demonstrates that non-coding RNAs can affect gene expression both
in cis and in trans by modulating the chromatin structure [32]. In fact, reports that
RNA is an integral component of chromatin have been published already in the 1970s
[33]. Chromatin-associated RNAs (CARs) are predominantly non-polyadenylated [34].
Recently, deep sequencing was used to characterize 141 intronic regions and 74 intergenic regions harboring CARs [35]. Many promoter-associated long ncRNAs [36] might
also function via chromatin modification [37].
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Although a large body of unspliced EST data is available in public databases, they
have received little attention as a source of information on non-coding RNAs apart
from a seminal work [13]. Here we analyze these data in detail, focusing on their relationships with recently described types on unspliced and rarely spliced transcripts,
such as nuclear retained species and independent UTR transcripts.
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Background
2.1
2.1.1

Biological background
What is a gene?

The fact that there must be a mechanism for transferring information from one generation to the next has already been obvious when Darwin published his famous book
“On the origin of species” in 1859. However he was lacking sufficient methods to get
a grasp on how this mechanism could work. It was not before 1909 that the danish
botanist Wilhelm Johannsen coined a word for the Mendelian units of heredity. He
called them: “genes”. That century was filled with spectacular discoveries, e.g. the
double helix structure of DNA in 1953 by Watson and Crick [38], the smei-conservative
replication of DNA [39] and the genetic code - deciphering the translation of RNA sequence into amino acids sequence [40]. The technical progress was not less astonishing.
A newly developed method for rapid DNA sequencing allowed Friederick Sanger and
his colleagues to determine the whole sequence of a bacteriophage genome [41]. The
method, later called Sanger sequencing, ultimately resulted in the first draft of the
human genome in 2001 [42, 43].
In science it often happens that answering one question gives rise to multiple others. It
was the same in genomic research. At the beginning researchers had a very simplicstic
view of gene expression it was believed that a certain region on the DNA is transcribed
to mRNA and subsequently translated into a protein. These proteins were thought to
be the key molecules of life. Being responsible for nearly all processes in the cells of
living organisms. Other biomolecules in the cell, namely RNAs not coding for proteins,
have been neglected and underestimated in quantity. They have been regarded as a
mere transmitter of information and fulfiller of supportive tasks during protein biosynthesis. At the latest since the publication of a study thoroughly analysing 1% of the
human genome it is evident that gene regulation in humans (and other eukaryotes) is
5
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much more complex. Non-coding RNAs play important roles in silencing, activating
or otherwise manipulating protein-coding genes. Discovery of more and more parts of
the gene regulation machinery makes it increasingly difficult to find a clear definition
of genes. Earlier, it was sufficient to define a region on the genome and call it a gene,
when it gave rise to a specific protein. But nowadays there are examples known when
one locus contains many different overlapping transcripts giving rise to functionally
different protein isoforms and functional non-protein coding RNAs. Introns can be the
host of functional active non-coding RNAs, e.g. snoRNAs. Trans-splicing can combine
proteins originating from different chromosomes.
Nevertheless, until a better definition is found and generally accepted we have to work
with a variety of different “pseudo”-definitions that are implemented in databases and
that are present in the minds of researchers.
Simplistic gene structure
Putting all possible obstacles like intronic genes, overlapping reading frames, transsplicing and others [44] aside a traditional gene has a reading direction from 5’ to 3’
and consists of alternating segments of exons and introns. Exons are expressed regions
of a gene which are present on the transcript after splicing. Introns (intragenic regions)
are regions on the genome, located between exons, they are removed during splicing and
are therefore not present on the final RNA transcript. A gene always starts and ends
with an exonic region. The beginning of the gene encodes the 5’ Untranslated Region
(UTR). It can stretch over just a part of the first exon up to several complete exons.
UTRs become transcribed and are present on mRNAs but they are not translated to
amino acid sequence. They are important for the regulation of translation. Similarly,
there is a 3’UTR at the end of the gene of variable length. Figure 2.1 depicts an
example of a simple gene structure.

2.1.2

Transcription

An ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecule is created by an RNA polymerase. It is an enzyme that binds to the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and reads the information on the
template strand. Simultaneously a stretch of ribonucleotides composed of the complementary bases is generated. The new molecule contains the same information as the
coding strand of the DNA. Adenine (A) and thymine (T) are complementary as well as
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Scale
chr13:

32,900,000

32,910,000
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32,920,000
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32,930,000
32,940,000
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32,950,000

32,960,000
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Figure 2.1: Gene structure of BRCA2 (Breast Cancer 2). It is located on chromosome 13
and shown in forward direction. It consists of 26 exons, depicted by blue bars. The first
and a part of the second exon contain the 5’UTR. The remaining part of the second exon
and the other 24 exons contain coding sequence (illustrated by a larger bar). A part of
the last exon contains the 3’UTR. The exons are of variable size and there are in total 25
introns in between. According to RefSeq gene annotation there is just this splice variant.
Source: Genomic location chr13:32889100-32974301 of Homo Sapiens (hg19) in the UCSC
genome browser.

guanine (G) and cytosine (C). There are two important chemical differences between
DNA and RNA. In RNA molecules the complementary base of adenine is uracil instead
of thymine. Furthermore there is also a difference in the ribose-phospat backbone, since
RNA contains ribose instead of deoxyribose. Meaning that the 2’-carbon of ribose has
not been reduced to deoxy ribose making RNA less stable.
Simultaneous to RNA transcription a so called 5’-cap is added at the 5’-end of the
newly synthesized RNA. The cap is a modified guanosine. This happens just to products of RNA polymerase II, which is responsible for transcription of mRNAs and certain
non-coding RNAs. Products of RNA polyermase I and III do not undergo the capping
process. The cap’s function is to protect the 5’-end from exonucleases and to regulate
the protein synthesis process.
The initial transcript of the whole genomic region is called pre-mRNA. Often this
transcript is further processed by an RNA-protein complex called spliceosome. The
spliceosome cuts out parts of the RNA, so called introns. The adjacent regions, called
exons, are spliced together, subsequently, see Fig. 2.2. Introns have been thought to
be negligible parts of a gene without function. Nowadays, they are know to play an
important role in gene regulation, e.g. for creating different splice variants, or as hosts
for small RNAs. While capping normally happens during transcription the timing of
splicing is less clear. It can happen co-transcriptionally as well as after termination of
transcription.
Not all genes contain introns and therefore undergo splicing. An even more general
post-processing mechanism is polyadenylation. It concerns almost all RNA polyermase
II products, with histone mRNAs as a notable exception. After transcription is finished
a poly-A tail is added to the 3’ end of the precursor transcript. The tail is a stretch of

8

Figure 2.2: Removal of an intron happens in two steps. In the first step the 5’-end of the
intron is cliped from the 3’-end of the upstream exon. The released end is temporarily
connected to a site inside the intron. In the second step the 3’-end of the intron is clipped
from the 5’-end of the downstream exon and both exons are joined together. Note that the
picture just depicts a part of the full RNA. Source: http: // en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/
File: RNA_ splicing_ reaction. svg

9

Figure 2.3: The final form of a typical mRNA befor it leaves the nucleus. 5’UTR, coding
sequence and 3’UTR are equivalents of genomic DNA generated by the polymerase. The cap
and poly-A tail are added to the transcript through additional post-processing mechanisms.
If there have been introns in the pre-mRNA, the are removed by now. Source: http:
// en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ File: MRNA_ structure. svg

nucleotides that is build exclusively from adenosine nucleotides. The length of it is normally approximately 250 nucleotides. Sometimes there are several sites for, a possible
addition of a poly-A tail which results in alternative transcripts. These differences are
known to influence the function of these RNA molecules. Alternative polyadenylation
can therefore have a similar effect on alternative splicing. While the 5-cap protects the
5-end, the poly-A tail prevents degradation of the RNA from the 3’-end and is involved
in the regulation of protein translation, see Fig. 2.3 for an overview of the final mRNA
product.

2.1.3

Transcription regulation

The fact that a gene exists in the DNA does not mean that it is transcribed all the
team. Actually, if a transcript is needed highly depends on the current circumstances
of a cell, e.g. cell type, age, developmental stage and more. The mechanisms how regulation of transcriptions works are subject to current research. Transcription factors,
for example, are proteins binding to the DNA and herby either activating or inactivating the transcription of nearby genes. Even modifications directly on the DNA can
regulate the expression of genes. A prominent example is DNA methlyation, which
is a modification of the base cytosine. It normally inhibits transcription. However,
methylation can be involved in more complex regulation pathways like inhibiting the
binding of a repressing factor and therefore activating gene transcription.
Important factors can not just be located directly on the DNA. In the nucleus DNA is
winded around protein complexes. These proteins are called histones they are one of
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the most conserved protein family in eukarya. Histones have long tails that can be posttranslationally modified. Some of these modifications are known to have an effect on
the regulation of the DNA wrapped around the respective protein. Mono-methylation
and acetylation are in general lead to activation of transcription. Di-methylation and
tri-methylation can be a repressing as well as an activating mark depending on their location. There are much more modifications described but for most of the the function is
not understood very well. Nevertheless, knowledge of the current histone modification
in a certain region of the DNA can help to understand its transcriptional status.

2.1.4

Protein-coding RNAs

The “standard” genes in molecular biology research have been protein-coding genes for
quite some time. They give rise to one of the most important classes of molecules in
living organisms: proteins. As described in the previous section the information on the
DNA is transcribed and processed into mRNA. However there is still one transformation
missing till the final product, this step is called “translation”. It is a more complex
conversion of information compared to the one from DNA to RNA. While DNA and
RNA are biochemically very similar and consist of nucleotides, proteins are build from
amino acids.
Every nucleotide triplet in the coding part of an mRNA codes for one amino acid.
These triplets are also called codons. An exception are stop codons. One of these
is located at the end of the coding part of an mRNA and results in termination of
the translation process. The three letter code is redundant, meaning there are several
codons leading to the same amino acid, see Fig. 2.4. Twenty-two amino acids are
naturally occuring in the protein sequence of organisms. 20 of these are encoded by
the universal genetic code. The remaining two, selenocysteine and pyrrolysine, require
special mechanisms to be incorporated.
The process of translation is similar to transcription. It requires a large complex of
molecules, the ribosome, to bind to an mRNA. Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are going
to bind to this complex and translate the information of the codons one by one into
amino acids. The first amino acid is usually methionine, encoded by the so called
start codon (AUG). Subsequently, tRNAs loaded with an amino acid specific to the
respective codon bind to the ribosome-mRNA complex. While the RNA-binding part
of the tRNA, the anti-codon, is bound to the mRNA its amino acid is added to the
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growing protein chain. This process is repeated until a stop codon is reached. It signals
the end of the translation process. The complex is disassembled and while the protein
can go on to fullfill its duty the mRNA either serves as a template for another round
of translation or is degraded.

2.1.5

Non-coding RNAs

As mentioned before not all RNAs go down the path of translation. The classic examples are transfer RNAs (tRNAs) and ribosomal RNAs (rRNA) which play important
parts during translation. However, nowadays there is a plethora of non-coding RNAs
(ncRNAs) known. They fullfill various functions and are involved in many gene regulatory processes, e.g. micro (mi)RNAs and small interfering (si)RNA in gene silencing,
small nuclear (sn)RNA in splicing, small nucleolar (sno)RNA in nucleotide modification, telomerase RNA in telomere synthesis and many more. Non-coding RNAs are
a rather diverse group of molecules. Some of them undergo complex post-processing
steps after transcription, like tRNAs and miRNAs.
A plethora of new non-coding RNAs have been discovered in the last decade. However, a certain class has gained attention recently, so called long noncoding RNAs
(lncRNA). They are defined as ncRNAs longer than 200 nucleotides. This cutoff is
arbitrary and mainly caused by experimental constraints. There are just a few well
characterised lncRNAs like Airn [45] and Xist [46]. Their analysis is much more difficult
with regards to experimental as well as computational procedures, mostly due to their
enormous length of up to several 100 kb. Nevertheless, they are thought to be involved
in many genetic and epigenetic mechanisms and can be important factors in developping severe diseases like cancer. New experimental methods and additional studies are
needed before one will be able to tell how they interact with other components in the
cellular environment and how they evolved to do so.

2.2

Experimental background

2.2.1

EST - Expresed Sequence Tag

In the early 1990’s the official Human Genome Project (HGP) was just slowly starting
the systematic sequencing of the whole genome. Craig Venter was pondering options
to get a glimpse on important parts of the genome in a faster way. Therefore he
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Figure 2.4: The figure shows codons of the twenty universally used amino acids. The
codon has to be read from the inner circle to the outside. The letters in the 4th circle are the one-letter code of the respective amino acid. The number next to it is the
molar weight. Methionine, for example, is encoded by “AUG” and the one-letter abbreviation is “M”. Its molar weight is 149.21 Dalton. On the outside is the structure of the
amino acid and some of the potential modifications known to date. See the legend for
further information. Source: http: // upload. wikimedia. org/ wikipedia/ commons/
d/ d6/ GeneticCode21-version-2. svg
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proposed to do an initial analysis of just the approximately 3% of the human genome
that code for proteins. The way to achieve this was not trying to sequence genomic
DNA but expressed RNAs. Venter and colleagues developed the method of “Expressed
Sequence Tags” [47].

Library preparation
As a first step one has to isolate RNA from single cells or tissue. There are several
standard protocols for RNA extraction. Filtering or enrichment for a special type of
RNA makes a great difference for the result. A commonly used method is isolation of
poly-A containing RNAs which concerns mostly mRNAs. It is also possible to filter for
short RNAs. Without additional purification the whole RNA content is used. RNA
can not be cloned directly. It has to be converted into double stranded DNA first. This
can be done using the enzyme reverse transcriptase. Like normal DNA polymerase it
needs primers to bind to the ribonucleic acid. The selection of these primers is highly
dependent on the purpos of the experiment. One can use polyT primers which bind
to the poly-A tail of the RNA sequence to start reverse transcription from the 3’-end.
Alternatively, there are random primer of length eight which consist of all possible
combinations of nucleotides. Random primers can bind to any position of the RNA. A
benefit is that the resulting cDNA is shorter and the likelihood that the 5-end of the
RNA is reached is higher. One should note that even polyT primers can bind inside
the RNA molecule if there are motifs similar to the poly-A tail. Irrespective of the
used primer the reverse transcription results in double stranded DNA equivalent to the
original RNA. It is called complementary DNA (cDNA). The cDNA fragments can be
included into a vector. The vector itself can be inserted into a living organism, often a
bacterium. During the normal replication of the organism the vector is also replicated
and the amount of cDNA is increased considerably. In case of a bacterial host like
Escherichia coli the cells containing the cDNA can easily be frozen and stored for
later usage. This is refered to as cDNA library.
EST sequencing
The fragment inserted into a vector can easily be extracted again since the vector is artificially constructed and the whole sequence is know. Normally it contains sequencing
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primers upstream and downstream of the inserted fragment. The host cell is destroyed
and purified until just the vector remains. They are sequenced from both directions
in a single run resulting in 5’- and 3’-ESTs. The length of an EST is usually between
200-800 nucleotides [48, 49]. “A typical EST sequence is only a very short copy of
the mRNA itself and is highly error prone, especially at the ends.” [49]. Sequencing
errors are hard to discover because of the single sequencing run on random fragments.
Also sequence amplification in bacterial vectors causes artifacts resulting in alterations
in the final sequence output compared to the original. Sequence artifacts from the
vector can be detected and removed, in theory. However, this was not always done for
ESTs in public databases. If one uses these databases, e.g. dbEST, there is not much
information about the generation of the ESTs available. Therefore one has to treat the
data as a mixture of all possible experimental procedures.

2.2.2

CAGE - Cap Analysis Gene Expression

Sequencing of parts of a genome, e.g. protein-coding genes, often involves a reverse
transcription of the original RNA sequence. In case of mRNAs oligo (dT) primers can
be used conveniently. But starting the reverse transcription from the end of the DNA
fragment has the drawback that the sequencing coverage is the worst at the beginning
of the fragment. Some issues render it crucial to know the exact transcription start site.
For example detecting alternative start positions or folding the secondary structure of
an mRNA.
This issue was adressed by Shiraki et. al [50] by developing the so called “Cap analysis
gene expression” (CAGE). It is an experimental technique specialized on sequencing
the first 20 base pairs of a transcript. The technique is based on the abilities of MmeI,
a restriction enzyme that cuts cDNAs at a sequence 20 and 18 bp downstream from its
recognition site, creating a two-base overhang. After generation of full-length cDNA
a linker containing a MmeI recognition site is ligated to the single stranded cDNA.
This primes the syntesis of the second DNA strand. Subsequently, the double stranded
cDNA is digested with MmeI to cut of the first 20/18 bp of the mRNA. At the cutting
point on the end of the small mRNA fragment a second linker is ligated. These two
linkers provide primers for PCR amplification and allow convenient sequencing. In
distinction to other tag cloning methods [51] the CAGE protocol uses a second linker
to mark the back end of the CAGE tag. This is advantageous because sometimes the
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cut is 19/21 base pairs or even farther away from the recognition site. For an overview
of the method see Fig. 2.5.

2.3
2.3.1

Computational background
Public data sources

Most of the data was gained from the “UCSC Genome browser” [52]. Originally
it was created to “provide a rapid and reliable display of any requested portion of
genomes at any scale, together with dozens of aligned annotation tracks” because
“it is not helpful to have 3 billion letters of genomic DNA shown as plain text!”
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/help/hgTracksHelp.html). Nowadays it’s
also a major hub of different data tracks from collaborators all over the world [53]. For
example all data of the ENCODE project is available for visualization in the UCSC
genome browser [54]. Another prominent example is the European BLUEPRINT
Epigenome project [55] which provides access to its data via a “Public Hub” [54] at
the genome browser. All visualization tracks can be downloaded and further processed
like we did. This allowed use to get access to different data sets without accessing the
original database like dbEST [56] for EST data.
Another track widely used by us was the data provided by the Reference Sequence (RefSeq) database. It is “a collection of taxonomically diverse, non-redundant and richly annotated sequences representing naturally occurring molecules of DNA, RNA, and protein” (“The NCBI Handbook”, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21091/).
It is an attempt to obtain a reference set of genes in a large number of organisms. The
data is derived from publicly available sequence data and analysed by a combination of
automated methods and manual curation. However, due to the large amount of data
even just for the human genome it is hard for the curators to keep up. Therefore it
can occur that single entries are not yet reviewed and may be erroneous, in particular
concerning annotation like splice variants, UTR length or contaminations. Nevertheless its a valuable ressource especially for evolutionary studies since there are not many
alternative gene anotation databases that keep manually curated genomes other than
human.
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Figure 2.5: Complementary DNA can be generated by different methods but it is filtered for
full-length cDNA by the cap trapper method. A experimental procedure which enriches for
caped RNAs. A linker containing a MmeI recognition site is ligated to the single stranded
cDNA and the second strand is synthesized. Subsequently the double-stranded cDNA with
the linker is digested by MmeI, a restriction enzyme, leaving just the 5-end of the RNA.
The strands have slightly different lengths, in general 20 and 18 base pairs. Afer ligating
a second linker to the end of the mRNA fragment it can be easily amplified and sequenced.
The linker provide binding sites for primer. Picture by Harbers and Carninci, 2005 [51].
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2.3.2

RNAz 2.1

RNAz is the implementation of an efficient method for detecting functional RNAs
[57, 58]. Given a multiple alignment RNAz can predict the possibility that a conserved secondary structure is present in the complete alignment or a subset of the
sequences. The prediction is based on two independend criteria, thermodynamic stability of the RNA structure and structural conservation. The thermodynamic stability
is calculated by estimating the standard and mean deviation using a support vector
regression (SVR). According to the authors the SVR is necessary because of the large
number of random sequences for which a energy evaluation would be necessary [58].
Structural conservation is determined using the structure conservation index (SCI),
P
SCI = 1Econsensus
. Econsensus is the consensus secondary structure of the input alignx∈A Ex
N
P
ment predicted by RNAalifold. N1 x∈A Ex is the average minimum free energy of the
sequences contained in the alignment, individual minimum free energies are predicted
by RNAfold.
Both criteria are evaluated by a second support vector machine which classifies the
input alignment as “structural RNA” or “other”. The workflow of RNAz is graphically
depicted in Fig. 2.6.

2.3.3

RNAcode

A large problem in genome-wide screens for ncRNAs is the rate of false positives. To
support RNAz a second program has been developed: RNAcode [59]. Its purpose is to
predict the probability of a region to be protein coding. Combining the predictions of
RNAz and RNAcode leads to a decrease in the rate of false positive ncRNA predictions.
Similar to compensatory mutations in the structure of an RNA most mutations in
functional important parts of protein coding genes are synonymous. Meaning that the
alteration of one nucleotide does not chance the resulting amino acid because of the
redundant genetic code, see Fig. 2.4. This provides valuable information for deciding
if a region is protein coding.
RNAcode uses multiple sequence alignments with a reference sequence as input. This
alignment is used to estimate a phylogenetic tree assuming a noncoding nucleotid
model. Mutations in the alignment are subsequently evaluated for beeing under negative selection. This score combined with a gap scoring scheme are the basis for a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm that detects local high-scoring coding segments.
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the RNAz algorithm: A multiple sequence alignment is used as input. Using RNAalifold the consensus free energy of the alignment is calculated. Together
with the individual minimum free energies, predicted by RNAfold, the structure conservation index (SCI) is calculated.
Simultaneously, it is estimated if the mean free energy and the standard deviation are withing the training boundaries. If yes, the are passed to the SVR based on the G+C content.
Otherwise they have to be evaluated explicitly to clalculate the z-score.
The SCI, the z-score and the “normalized Shannon entropy” of the alignment are passed to
the classification SVM, which returns a probability estimate that the given alignment contains a evolutionary conserved RNA secondary structure. For a more detailed description,
see the source of the picture: Gruber et al., 2010 [58].
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Figure 2.7: “Overview of the RNAcode algorithm. First, a phylogenetic tree is estimated
from the input alignment including a reference sequence (darker line) under a noncoding
(neutral) nucleotide model. From this background model and a protein similarity matrix,
a normalized substitution score is derived to evaluate observed mutations for evidence of
negative selection. This substitution score and a gap scoring scheme are the basis for
a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to find local high-scoring coding segments. To
estimate the statistical significance of these segments, a background score distribution is
estimated from randomized alignments that are simulated along the same phylogenetic tree.
The parameters of the extreme value distributed random scores are estimated and used to
assign P-values to the observed segments in the native alignment.” [59]

The statistical significance of the segments is estimated by comparision to a background
score distribution estimated from randomized alignments along the same phylogenetic
tree. An overview of the algorithm can bee seen in Fig. 2.7.
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Materials and Methods
3.1

Data

The annotation track ’all est’ for human genome assembly hg19 was downloaded from
the UCSC genome browser (30th of April 2013) [60]. Starting from ’ESTs including
unspliced’ we removed all ESTs with more than 30 deleted nucleotides compared to
the reference genome. This gets rid of all the annotated spliced ESTs contained in this
track. It also discards sequences with sometimes long, intron-like, gaps that are not
annotated as spliced ESTs because they map without canonical splice sites. The cutoff
of 30 nucleotides was choosen since even smaller introns are extremly rare [61, 62]. We
furthermore discarded ESTs mapped with more than 5% mismatches. The hg19 release
of the human genome contains 9 alternative haplotypes for highly variable regions on
chromosome 6 [63]. They were not included in the further analysis to prevent counting identical ESTs several times. We obtained 3,425,788 unspliced ESTs (Tab. 3.1).
The same procedure was done for the ’all est’ track for mouse genome assembly mm10
also downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (30th of April 2013). We obtained
2,177,648 unspliced ESTs in mouse (Tab. 3.1).
A possible source of contamination is nuclear encoded mitochondrial DNA (NUMT)
[64]. Since the mitochondrial transcripts remain unspliced at least in mammals [65], it
is impossible to reliably distinguish unspliced ESTs mapping to recent NUMTs from
fragments of mitochondrial transcripts. An annotation track for human and mouse
NUMTs was recently provided in [66].
The gene locations and structure were taken from the ’RefSeq Genes’ track [67] downloaded from the UCSC genome browser. Multiple genome alignments in maf format for
human (46way) and mouse (60way) have also been downloaded using the UCSC table
browser [60]. Input alignments for RNAcode have to be filtered for alignments with a
lenght of less than 21 nucleotides for computational reasons. These alignments were
discarded. CAGE data for hg18 and mm9 assembly were downloaded from ’Fantom
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Table 3.1: Summary of human EST data. Analysis of the EST annotation track of hg19 and
mm10 downloaded from the UCSC genome browser in April 2013. The numbers indicate
successive filters. Which means just the ESTs which do not have introns larger than 30
nucleotides are included in the number of introns with more than 5% mismatches and so
on.

Type
all ESTs
ESTs on Haplotypes
> 30nt gaps
> 5% mismatches
overlap with NUMTs
unspliced ESTs
unspliced EST cluster

Human
8,675,182
534,970
4,514,773
169,967
29,684
3,425,788
104,980

Mouse
4,370,322
n/a
2,107,660
68,239
16,775
2,177,648
66,109

Table 3.2: Summary of human EST data. Analysis of the mRNA annotation track of hg19
and mm10 downloaded from the UCSC genome browser in November 2013. The numbers
indicate successive filters. Which means just the mRNAs which do not have more than
one block are included in the number of mRNAs with more than 60nt in length.

Type
Human
all mRNAs
399,812
> 1 block
247,389
< 60nt lenth
93,301
unspliced mRNAs 59,122

Mouse
329,819
188,945
91,182
49,665

Web Resource’ [68, 69]. Their coordinates were converted to hg19/mm10 using the
UCSC liftOver tool [52]. The genome segmentation based on ENCODE data for all
six cell lines (GM12878, H1-hESC, K562, HeLa-S3, HepG2, HUVEC) was downloaded
from the ENCODE public hub at the UCSC genome browser (8th of January 2014).
The combinded segmentation was used. Coordinates of chromatin-associated RNAs
(CARs) were taken from the supplemental material of [35] and lifted over to hg19.

3.1.1

Unspliced mRNAs

The track “all mrna” was downloaded for Human and Mouse from UCSC genome
browser on 15th of November 2013 and 18th of November, respectively. We removed
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all mRNAs with more than one block, since we were interested in unspliced ones. A
large part of the remaining data consisted of rather short mRNAs. As far as we know
the shortest mini-protein known is an artificially designed 20-residue construct [70].
It is therefore safe to say that mRNAs not even able to get translated to 20 amino
acids are unlikely to be naturally occuring protein-coding transcripts. Consequently,
we removed all mRNAs with a length shorter than 60 nucleotides, see Tab. 3.2.

3.2

Analysis pipeline

While the reading direction of spliced ESTs can be determined with high accuracy
from the asymmetric structure of the splice sites, unspliced EST data in practice have
to be regarded as undirected. The only exception are ESTs arising from polyT-primed
libraries, provided the polyA-tail is part of the sequenced fragment. However, there
are also internally-primed ESTs containing A-rich regions [71], so that even such a
sequence-based detection of the reading direction is not reliable in all cases. Unspliced
ESTs are therefore treated as undirected annotation items.
We also have to bear in mind that ESTs are, by definition, not full-length mRNAs. In
particular they may cover an unspliced stretch of a spliced transcript only and thus
appear unspliced. In particular we are interested in genomic loci where unspliced ESTs
cluster together. To this end we define unspliced ESTs that overlap each other or that
are separated by at most 30nt as members of the cluster. In order to avoid artifacts
of both the experimental and the computation procedures we only consider unspliced
EST cluster comprising at least three individual ESTs, leaving 104,980 human and
66,109 mouse unspliced EST cluster for further analysis.
In order to computer overlaps with existing annotation we used the functionality of the
Table Browser integrated in the UCSC genome browser and the “Operate on Genomic
Intervals”-tools of the Galaxy Browser [72] as well as BEDTools [73].

3.3

Classification

In order to gain insights about the location of unspliced EST (uEST) cluster relative
to RefSeq gene components we classified the uEST cluster in different classes. To a
lesser extent this was also done by Nakaya et al. [13] who introduced the terms TIN
(totally intronic) and TEX (totally exonic).
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For every uEST cluster the class for every overlapping RefSeq gene and a 5kb upstream/downstream region was determined to be one of the following classes:
• TEX - Overlap exclusively with a RefSeq exons including UnTranslated Regions
(UTR) and non-coding RNA
• TIN - Overlap exclusively with a RefSeq intron
• 5’PIN - Overlap exclusively with an adjoining exon-intron pair, where the exon
is located upstream of the intron
• 3’PIN - Overlap exclusively with an adjoining exon-intron pair, where the exon
is located downstream of the intron
• rI - Overlap exclusively with one intron and both adjacent exons
• 5’R - Overlap with a RefSeq exon and the 5kb upstream region
• 3’R - Overlap with a RefSeq exon and the 5kb downstream region
• UT - Overlap with 5kb upstream region
• DT - Overlap with 5kb downstream region
• IGR - No overlap with any RefSeq gene or the 5k upstream/downstream region
• NO CLASS - None of the other classes could be applied
If the uEST cluster was determined to have the same class for all overlapping RefSeq
genes, it was assigned to this class. In case of conflicting data it was assigned to the
class “NO CLASS”. An exception was made if the conflict was between one of the
classes TEX, TIN, 5’ PIN, 3’ PIN, rI, 5’R and 3’R and one of the classes UT or DT.
In this case the overlap with an additional upstream/downstream region was ignorred.
Otherwise a class assignment would be impossible in regions with a high gene density.
To avoid misclassifications due to small mistakes in the borders of RefSeq gene components the overlap between the uEST cluster and the gene component had to be more
than 20 nucleotides to be considered.
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3.4

Conservation

For detecting conserved regions we use already existing pairwise alignments between
human and mouse generated by the UCSC/Penn State Bioinformatics comparative
genomics alignment pipline [74]. The human-mouse alignment was created by aligning
both genomes using blastz [75]. The coordinates were afterwards corrected using inhouse scripts (blastz-normalizeLav by Scott Schwartz of Penn State). The mousehuman alignment was done by using chainSwap “to translate hg19-reference blastz
alignment to mm10 into mm10-referenced chains aligned to hg19.” [52]. Interestingly
the mm10-based alignment leads to more ortholog clusters than the original one.
The chain-files were used as input to liftOver [52], a tool original developed to switch
between genome assemblies. The human unspliced EST cluster were lifted over to
mm10 by using the hg19-reference alignment, mouse unspliced EST cluster were lifted
over to hg19 by using the mm10-referenced alignment, respectively. We combined all
ortholog pairs detected by one of the liftOver runs.
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4

Results
4.1

ESTs “within range” of RefSeq genes

The majority of unspliced EST cluster overlaps, or at least lies in close proximity of,
already annotated RefSeq genes. This begs the question whether unspliced ESTs are
just a by-product of “normal” spliced transcripts. To address this point we compare
the abundance of spliced and unspliced ESTs with the range of annotated RefSeq
genes (including a 5kb flanking region), see Fig. 4.1 for human and Fig. 4.2 for mouse.
Although there is a correlation (r = 0.72) within the range of spliced RefSeq genes,
we observe a surprising variability in the numbers of unspliced ESTs, with relative
abundances of spliced and unspliced sequences typically varying by a factor of ten or
more. Conversely, there is a surprisingly large number of spliced ESTs overlapping with
annotated unspliced RefSeq genes. In these loci, the correlation between spliced and
unspliced output is even less pronounced. The ’Pearson’s product moment correlation
coefficient’ (r) are computed from the logarithms of EST counts ignorring all genes that
did not have an overlap with a spliced/unspliced EST. Taken together, these quantitative data strongly suggest that at least a sizeable fraction of unspliced transcripts is
independent of overlapping spliced forms either already at the transcriptional level or
by subsequently being processed in a different way.
We therefore analyzed in detail the relative location of unspliced EST cluster and
components of RefSeq genes, Fig. 4.3.
Compared to Nakaya et al. (Table 1) [13], we can work with a much larger data
set of Totally INtronic (TIN) unspliced EST cluster, comprising 38,803 (vs. 5,678) but
nearly the same amount of Partially INtronic (PIN), 10,025 (vs. 9,132). Interestingly,
the number of detected TINs has increased by a factor of 6.8, while PINs increased
by only a factor of 1.1, suggesting that the coverage of TINs is much farther from
saturation than that of the PINs. See Fig. 4.4 for an example of a TIN unspliced EST
cluster. Additionally we can utilize a comparable, but slightly smaller, amount of data
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plots of the relative abundance of human spliced and unspliced ESTs
within the range of both spliced and unspliced RefSeq genes show only a relatively poor
correlation.
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plots of the relative abundance of mouse spliced and unspliced ESTs
within the range of both spliced and unspliced RefSeq genes show only a relatively poor
correlation.
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Human
Intronic

Exonic

Intergenic

12,395 TEX
4,315 5’PIN

1,678 5’R
715
rI

38,803 TIN

2,815 UT

5,710 3’PIN

11,207 IGR
2,898 3’R
4,323 DT

Mouse
Intronic

Exonic

Intergenic

12,751 TEX
2,878 5’PIN
477
rI

20,020 TIN
3,040 3’PIN

1,850 UT
1,586 5’R
6,945 IGR
3,169 3’R
2,874 DT

Figure 4.3: Classification of unspliced EST cluster w.r.t. their location relative to RefSeq
genes. With the exception of totally intronic RNAs (TINs) and cluster in the upstream
(UT) and downstream (DT) region within 5kb, all other classes partially overlap RefSeq
exons: 5’ and 3’ partially intronic RNAs (5’PIN, 3’PIN), EST cluster overlapping 3’UTR
and downstream region (3’R) or 5’UTR and upstream region (5’R), resp., and cluster
covering complete introns indicating retained introns (rI) are distinguished in the statistical analysis. Furthermore, we record totally exonic cluster (TEX). Below, the data are
summarized as a Venn diagram. Some cluster cannot be classified unambiguously, mostly
because two or more RefSeq genes may overlap the same locus. 20,121 (19%) of the unspliced EST cluster in human and 10,519 (16%) in mouse can not be classified. For more
details see section 3.3.
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Figure 4.4: ARHGAP26 (Rho GTPase activating protein) is a long protein-coding gene on
chromosome 5 in human, stretching over appr. 46kb (blue line with arrows). Between the
20th and 21st exon we find a unspliced EST (uEST) cluster (HG73775) with a length of
2,700 nt (black box). Additional evidence for functional importance is given by ENCODE
data. Long RNAseq transcripts antisense to the protein-coding gene have been reported
(green bar, white arrows depict the reading direction). Additionally the region upstream
of the uEST cluster is classified as transcription start [76] (the tiny red bar enclosed by
yellow and green bars below the EST track), assuming the reading direction predicted by
RNAseq. There is also an enrichment of the histone modification H3K27Ac around the
uEST cluster (the colored transparent overlays near the bottom). This modification is often
found near active regulatory elements.

for the rodent Mus musculus. The protein-coding part of RefSeq genes overlaps 39,791
unspliced EST cluster (27,897 in mouse). Less than 4% of these cluster in each species,
however, are located completely in the coding region.
In order to obtain a more fine-grained view of distribution of TINs and PINs, we
distinguish PINs depending on whether they overlap the exon/intron boundary at the
donor or the acceptor side, see Fig. 4.3. Furthermore, we treat coding regions and
UTRs of coding RefSeq genes separately.
In addition to the unspliced ESTs overlapping the body of the RefSeq genes we also
consider EST cluster in the immediate proximity, here defined as within 5kb of the
annotated ends of the RefSeq entry. There are 4,868 (3,682) unspliced EST cluster in
upstream region of human (mouse) RefSeq genes and 7,035 (5,201) downstream, see
Fig. 4.3.

4.2

Independent UTR-derived RNAs

Unspliced EST cluster show a bias towards the 3’ end of the RefSeq genes. There are
more than 7,000 (6,000 in mouse) cluster of unspliced ESTs overlapping, or located
within 5000 nt downstream of, the 3’UTR of human (mouse) RefSeq genes. The fre-
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Figure 4.5: The 3’UTR of the RSF gene is extended by a single cluster of unspliced
ESTs covering about 7 kb. Compared to the large number of unspliced ESTs, only a
few spliced ESTs cover the inner exons of RSF. The presence of several CAGE tags in
the extended UTR region suggests that independent uaRNAs are produced from this locus
[hg19 Chr11:77369073-77390595, reverse strand]. This is further supported by two unspliced GenBank mRNAs that map to the extended UTR. It is interesting to note that a
large fraction of the extended UTR is very well conserved and nearly devoid of repetitive
sequence.

quent observation of downstream signals is consistent with the recent observation that
the length of UTRs is often underestimated in current gene annotations [77]. An impressive example is shown in Fig. 4.5. We frequently find that CAGE tags, i.e., markers
for transcription start sites, are located within long unspliced 3’UTRs. This supports
the observation found by Mercer et al. [21] that these 3’UTRs are also transcribed in
an independent mode, or are at least processed to become independent gene products
[78]. 5.9 million (2.7 million in mouse) of the approximately 13.4 million (5.5 million)
CAGE tags overlap with a total of 71,941 (38,805) unspliced EST cluster.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show that CAGE tags are predominantly located at the ends
of unspliced EST cluster. The symmetry of the diagram is expected since we treat
unspliced ESTs as undirected. In fact, we can use the CAGE tags to determine the
reading direction of those cluster in which the tag distribution unambiguously concentrates on one end, which is the 5’ end.
Here, we require that the density of CAGE tags in the first 84 nt is at least threefold
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of CAGE tags on human unspliced EST cluster (with length ≥ 170).
The number of tags is divided by the length of the region.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of CAGE tags on mouse unspliced EST cluster (with length ≥ 170).
The number of tags is divided by the length of the region.
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higher than in the remainder of the cluster. We furthermore required at least 10 CAGE
tags at the 5’ end. By utilizing the strand information of the CAGE tags further reliability can be gained. Tags in the beginning of an unspliced cluster have to be on the
sense strand while in the end they have to be on the antisense strand.
We found at total of 2,872 (2,989 in mouse) such cluster with a CAGE-supported
transcription start and an unambiguous reading direction. A subset of 1,847 (1,612 in
mouse) overlap at least 100 CAGE tags at the 5’ end, each.
Not surprisingly, many cluster of unspliced ESTs with overlaping CAGE tags correspond to the 5’ ends or 5’ extensions of annotated RefSeq genes. These were excluded
in the detailed analysis since we can not distinguish the transcription start site (TSS)
of the corresponding RefSeq gene and a independent one of an unspliced EST cluster,
see Tab. 4.1. This is also the reason why we are just considering 3’UTR-associated
RNAs. As expected, most of these cluster share the reading direction of the RefSeq
gene. This is also the case for PINs. For the relatively small number of human TINs
with a strong CAGE signal we find a 3:1 ratio of sense versus antisense orientation,
consistent with previous observations [13]. At least some of these unspliced cluster
may correspond to a class of functional promoter-associated ncRNAs similar to the
CCND1-pncRNAs [37], which negatively regulate CCND1 transcription by recruiting
TLS to the promoter.
A particular class of most unspliced transcripts are the 215 chromatin-associated
RNAs (CARs) [35]. Of these, 143 (67%) overlap unspliced EST cluster. 191 are
located within the range of RefSeq genes ±5 kb of flanking region. We therefore evaluated in more detail how these CARs are distributed relative to the organization of their
RefSeq gene: 97 (51%) are located totally in intronic region. 30 (15%) are located in
the 3’ area (5 are exclusively in the 3’ UTR, 16 overlapping the 3’ UTR and 9 in the
3’ flanking region), while 20 are associated with the 5’UTR or 5’ flanking region. 14
CARs are totally in exonic regions.

4.2.1

Chromatin architecture

CAGE is a method developed for exactly determining the 5’-end of RNAs. A more
indirect way to detect the transcription start site (TSS) of a gene is analysing the
chromatin structure, see Section 2.1.3 for more information.
We used a genome-segmentation track based on ENCODE data by Hoffmann et
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Table 4.1: Unspliced EST cluster whose reading direction is determined by CAGE tags and
their orientation relative to the surrounding RefSeq gene. Only cluster overlapping with
at least 10 individual CAGE tags in their 5’ region are considered. RefSeq TSS are all
unspliced EST cluster that overlap any 5’UTR or that are located completely within the
upstream region of a RefSeq gene. TINs and PINs are defined in Fig. 4.3. All unspliced
EST cluster that have an overlap with the 3’UTR but not with the 5’ UTR are interpreted
as uaRNAs. “Sense” and “Antisense” are relative to the reading direction of the RefSeq
gene. “Ambiguous” cluster could not be assigned to a orientiation because of conflicting
directions. The column “All” gives the equivalent numbers for all unspliced EST clusters
without considering an overlap with CAGE-tags.
∗ - unspliced EST cluster overlapping 5’ UTR have been excluded for this analysis

Type
Species
RefSeq TSS
TINs∗
5’ PINs∗
3’ PINs∗
uaRNAs

Sense
Antisense
Ambiguous
All
Human Mouse Human Mouse Human Mouse Human Mouse
1,638
1,802
94
32
586
659 12,693
9,805
53
45
17
7
16
15 38,803 20,200
73
61
0
0
37
33
2,926
1,527
9
8
4
0
1
1
5,439
2902
21
24
3
1
16
18 17,331 17,126

Table 4.2: Unspliced EST (uEST) cluster overlapping with chromatin elements predicted
from ENCODE data [76]. ’TSS’ represents “Predicted promoter region including TSS”.
’Transcribed’ refers to “Predicted transcribed region”. ’All’ is the number of all uEST
cluster of this class with the relative amount of cluster that have an overlap with ’TSS’
or ’Transcribed’ in brackets. The chromatin elements have been computed for six different
cell lines independently by Hoffmann et al. [76]. We took all cell lines together for this
analysis.

TYPE TSS
TIN
3,406
UT
1,172
DT
320
3R
259
IGR
733

Transcribed
34,709
1,550
3,670
7,299
2,664

38,803
2,815
4,323
3,169
11,207

All (%)
(92.6%)
(83.8%)
(87.7%)
(85.5%)
(68.8%)
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al., 2013 [76]. They developed computational methods for unsupervised chromatin
state annotation. “The input datasets consist of ChIP-seq assays for multiple histone
modifications, general transcription factors and chromatin accessibility assays.” [76]
Annotation for six different cell lines (GM12878, H1-hESC, K562, HeLa-S3, HepG2,
HUVEC) are available. We took all cell lines together for this analysis. Every position
in the genome was assigned to one of the following classes: Predicted promoter region
including TSS (TSS), Predicted promoter flanking region (PF), Predicted enhancer
(E), Predicted weak enhancer or open chromatin cis regulatory element (WE), CTCF
enriched element (CTCF), Predicted transcribed region (T) and Predicted Repressed
or Low Activity region (R).
We analysed several classes of unspliced EST cluster which should not be transcribed
according to the current RefSeq annotation. More than 80% of the cluster close
to or within annotated genes but outside of exons (TIN,UT,DT) are overlapping a
segment predicted to be transcriptionally active (’TSS’ or ’Transcribed’) in at least
one cell line. In theory this could be due to incorrect annotated exon borders or
splice variants. Small mistakes in gene annotation are not relevant for unspliced EST
cluster in intergenic region (IGR) which are at least 5,000nt away from the next
annotated gene. In total 2,664 intergenic cluster are overlapping regions annotated to
be transcriptionally active. 733 of them intersect predicted ’TSS’. Regions associated
to TSS can also be found in unspliced EST cluster downstream of annotated genes.
Similar to the previous section, these could be non-coding RNAs transcribed from
within the 3’-UTR of protein-coding genes, so called uaRNAs, see Tab. 4.2 for all
numbers.
Although we already knew that unspliced EST cluster are transcribed regions chromatin data can help to provide additional evidence for the significance of our findings.

4.3

Unspliced mRNAs

A track of unspliced mRNAs was created as described in section 3.1.1. 50,498 of
59,122 (35,430 of 49,665 in mouse) annotated ’unspliced mRNAs’ are located within
the extended RefSeq regions, of which 41,361 (16,303 in mouse) overlap RefSeq exons
(including annotated unspliced RefSeq genes). We find that 51% (72% in mouse) of
the unspliced mRNAs overlap with about 11% (23% in mouse) of the unspliced ESTs,
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Human mRNAs
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unspliced mRNAs
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93,662

29,239

29,883

Mouse mRNAs
unspliced ESTs
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15,201
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Figure 4.8: Overlap of unspliced EST (uEST) cluster with annotated unspliced mRNAs in
human and mouse. Bold numbers indicate the amount of uEST cluster while non-bold
numbers indicate the amount of unspliced mRNAs. Numbers depicted in the overlap of
both entities refer to uEST overlapping unspliced mRNAs and vice versa.
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Table 4.3: Coverage of well-known long ncRNAs by unclustered unspliced ESTs (# uESTs).
The first group is annotated as predominantly unspliced. The second group has annotated
spliced isoforms. Coordinates taken by lncrna db[79].

Gene
Species
MALAT1
NEAT1
KCNQ1OT1
PTCSC3
XIST
TUG1
HOTAIR
AIR
ANRIL

Chr.
Human Mouse
11
19
11
19
11
7
14
X
X
22
11
12
15
17
9
-

approx.loc.
# uESTs
Human
Mouse Human Mouse
65.27mb
5.80mb 16,917
864
65.19mb
5.82mb
2,848
876
2.66mb 143.21mb
96
192
36.60mb
10
73.04mb 103.46mb
1,341
314
31.37mb
3.64mb
907
227
54.36mb 102.94mb
22
3
- 12.74mb
218
21.99mb
120
-

see Fig. 4.8. Among these unspliced mRNAs there are several famous transcripts, cf.
Tab. 4.3.
MALAT-1, for instance, appears among the loci with the highest coverage of unspliced
ESTs. Together with NEAT1, which is located in the same genomic region, it belongs
to a class of long nuclear retained transcripts involved in the organization of nuclear
speckles [26, 80], see also [27] and the references therein. Other examples, such as
KCNQ1OT1 [31] and PTCSC3 [81] are clearly visible in our data, albeit with moderate
coverage.
Unspliced ESTs are also reported as parts of known spliced non-coding transcripts, in
particular those with very long exons such as XIST [82]. In other cases, such as TUG1
[83], we observe predominantly unspliced ESTs that cover (nearly) the entire primary
transcript, even though the genomic location is annotated by the spliced forms.

4.4

Unannotated intergenic EST clusters

11,207 unspliced EST cluster (6,945 in mouse) are located outside of spliced and unspliced RefSeq genes and their 5kb area. 4,985 of these overlap with already annotated
mRNA, leaving 6,222 candidates (3,412 in mouse) for novel, predominantly unspliced
genes.
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Figure 4.9: HNRNPR 3’UTR on chromosome 1 shown in reverse direction. Examples of
“intergenic” unspliced EST cluster that are probably part of very long extensions of the
3’UTR are shown. Cluster of CAGE tags indicate transcription start sites of uaRNAs.
The expression much beyond the end of the annotated 3’UTR is supported by RNAseq
data from a plethora of cell lines (green bars with white arrows). Genome segmentation
based on chromatin architecture annotates the region mostly as transcribed (green bar) as
well with just smaller fragments in some cell lines being annotated as “Repressed or Low
Activity region” (grey bar) or enhancer (orange bar).

A manual inspection showed, however, that many of them are conspicuously wellconserved and can be identified as recent retropseudogenes [84] of known spliced genes.
This concerns in particular the EST cluster with the largest numbers of ESTs. We
therefore compared the sequences of the cluster against the “Retroposed Genes, Including Pseudogenes”-track from UCSC genome browser to determine the fraction of
cluster that correspond to retropseudogenes. 760 loci (12%) of the candidates derive
from protein-coding genes. In mouse the relative number is higher: 864 (25%) of the
candidates. These unspliced EST cluster might be mapping artifacts and cannot be
reliably distinguished from revived retrogenes [85].
The largest class among the remaining loci are probably long extensions of 3’UTRs of
both coding and non-coding spliced transcripts. We suspect that in many of these cases
we might in fact also see uaRNAs. In the examples shown in Fig. 4.9 this hypothesis
is supported by large CAGE tag cluster at the 5’ end of the 3’UTR. A more complex
transcript organisation can be found in Fig. 4.10.
In order to further investigate the 5,462 intergenic unspliced EST cluster that were
not recognized as likely retrogenes, we used RNAz 2.1 [57, 86] to detect signatures of
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Figure 4.10: A)PLA2R1 and downstream region on chromosome 2 in human is an example
of a candidate for a new lncRNA. The importance of the unspliced EST (uEST) cluster HG61346 is supported by various evidence. Transcripts antinsense to the neighboring
gene PLA2R1 have been detected by long RNAseq (green bars, white arrows depict the
reading direction). The uEST overlaps with a region annotated as transcription start site
by analysing the chromatin structure (red bar named TSS). In the middle of the uEST
cluster there is a siginificant peak of evolutionary conservation visible (blue histogram).
B) PLA2R1 and downstream region with lncRNA Gm13880 on chromosome 2 is the homologous region in mouse. In contrast to human there is an antisense and spliced long
non-coding RNA annotated downstream of PLA2R1. A small part of its sequence (76nt)
can be found in the human genome using BLAT. To know the exact structure of the lncRNA
additional investigation, most likely by experimental methods is necessary.
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stabilizing selection on RNA secondary structure and RNAcode [59] to find evidence for
conserved protein-coding regions. We used multiple genome alignments taken from the
UCSC genome browser as input. This data set covers 4,059,185 nt and yields 1,104
RNAz hits with a classification probability PRN Az > 0.5 and 371 with PRN Az > 0.9.
In mouse the 1,550,680 nt are covering 249 RNAz hits with a classification probability
PRN Az > 0.5 and 77 with PRN Az > 0.9. Compared to the predicted 6880 low confidence
and 2259 high confidence hits in the 30 Mb long ENCODE regions [86], the human
result amounts to a very moderate enrichment by a factor of 1.2. It remains unclear
whether this enrichment is confounded by the restriction of unspliced EST cluster to
genomic regions with relatively high expression. It could hint a function of long unspliced regions in specific binding with proteins. An example for a conserved secondary
structure element is shown in Fig. 4.11. Using RNAcode, we detected 632 regions with
a p-value pRN Acode < 0.01 in human. 232 of these regions have a length of at least 60
nucleotides. In mouse there are 652 regions with a p-value pRN Acode < 0.01. 265 have a
length of at least 60 nt. Shorter regions mostly appear to be artifacts caused by short
segments of coding region in retrogenes.

4.5

Conservation

The first publication on unspliced EST analysis [87] focused just on the human genome.
The motivation for including mouse data is to get an evolutionary perspective. After
detecting unspliced EST cluster in both, human and mouse, we are able to predict
evolutionary conserved ones.
Unfortunately, for most parts of the data we could not find a homologous cluster. This
is either the case if there is no homologous region detected by liftOver, see section
3.4 for more information, or if there is no unspliced EST cluster in the homolog region.
Both cases sum up to 87% of human and 80% of the mouse unspliced EST cluster,
see Fig. 4.12. There are 14,396 unspliced EST cluster conserved between human and
mouse. Of the conserved cluster, 5,325 are classified in the same class, according to
Fig. 4.3, 9,071 belong to a different class in both species, see Fig. 4.13.
Unsurprisingly the class Totally EXonic (TEX) comprises the most conserved cluster
(2,464). One reason for that is the fact that detection of conservation between already
known genes is much easier. The same goes for Totally INtronic (TIN) cluster, see
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Figure 4.11: Conserved secondary structure elements prioviding one of the best RNAz scores.
The multiple genome alignment of the region hg19.chr9:66,766,331 66,766,440 contained
sequences from diverse mammals, including Pteropus vampyrus and Loxodonta africana.
The upper picture is the structure on the forward strand while the lower one is on the
reverse strand. Both have a p-value better than 0.99. The color code, from red to ochre and
green indicates that 1, 2, or 3 different types of basepairs are observed in the corresponding
alignment columns, unsaturated colors indicate basepairs that cannot be formed by 1 or 2
of the 6 sequences in the alignment. Substitutions in stem regions are indicated by circles.
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unspliced EST Cluster
only Human

91,431

conserved

only Mouse

5,325
same classification
different classification

52,495

9,071

Figure 4.12: Using the pairwise alignments of human and mouse we could detect 14,396
pairs of unspliced EST cluster which are conserved. The pairs consist of 13,278 different
cluster from human and 13,277 from mouse. 5,325 pairs are between cluster which are
classified in the same class, see Fig. 4.3 for details about classification.
91,431 (87%) of 104,980 unspliced EST cluster in human and 52,495 (80%) of 66,109
in mouse can not be associated with an homologous unspliced EST cluster in the other
species.

Ortholog cluster with the same classification
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280 5’R
73 IGR
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of the classes in pairs between homologous cluster which are classified in the same class in human and mouse. 1,495 cluster are assigned to “NO CLASS”.
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Fig. 4.14 for an example. However, we also found 73 conserved intergenic cluster.
One example can be seen in Fig. 4.15. The conservation between human and mouse
implicitly hints to functional transcripts which have to be protected from harmful
mutations.
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Figure 4.14: Example of conserved totally intronic unspliced EST (uEST) cluster. The
cluster HG45063 and HG45064 in human are homolog to MM35793 in mouse. As far
as we know there is no independent transcript described for that region. The overlapping
gene is HOXA3. The genomic loci is rather complex as one can see by the large number
of differently connected ESTs and mRNAs. The uEST cluster HG45065 has been recently
described as beeing an apoptosis repressor in certan cell lines and was called HOXA-AS2
[88]. The independence of HG45063/HG45064 can not be determined without additional
experiments. It migt be a splice variant of HOXA-AS2 or even of HOXA-AS3. In fact
they could turn out to be a single large antisense ncRNA, maybe depending on the used
gene definition. Nevertheless, transcription is supported by chromatin marks (cell lines
HeLa-S3 and HepG2) and antisense RNAseq data (see caption of Fig. 4.10).
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Figure 4.15: A) Conserved intergenic unspliced EST cluster on chromosome 8 in human.
The cluster HG102499 and HG102500 in human are homolog to MM42420 in mouse. The
distrubtion of uESTs in the flanking region indicates a larger spliced transcript with at least
three exons. In human there is additional evidence by chromatin marks and RNAseq data
(see caption of Fig. 4.10). B) Conserved intergenic unspliced EST cluster on chromosome
4 in mouse is homologous to the ones in A
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Chapter

5

Discussion
5.1

Conclusion

Unspliced EST data, although typically disregarded in transcriptome analysis, can provide interesting insights into the structure of human transcriptomes. They outline a
major component of transcriptional output that totally or at least partially escapes
splicing. Nevertheless, this valuable resource has not been mined comprehensively in
the past. So far, only the partially and totally intronic transcripts (PINs and TINs),
which constitute more than half of the clusters of unspliced ESTs, have received attention in systematic studies [13, 14, 15]. Our analysis confirmed the conclusions drawn
from the literature on these abundant class of transcripts in human and mouse. In
addition, we find direct evidence of the independent transcription of PINs and TINs
based on CAGE tag and chromatin data. Several promising candidates for previously
unknown long RNAs could be found.
A large class of unspliced EST clusters forms extensions of the UTRs of well-annotated
genes. On the 5’-side they provide additional information about the transcriptional
start sites (TSS) of the annotated RefSeq genes themselves. Not surprisingly, the majority of clusters with clear support for a TSS from CAGE data falls into this class.
More interestingly, however, the relative majority of UTR extensions is located at the
3’-end of RefSeq genes and forms typically extensive, several kb-long extensions. In
line with the finding of [21], a lot of these 3’UTR extensions contain a TSS for an
independently transcribed uaRNA. We identify at least 24 likely uaRNAs in human
and 25 in mouse, with strong support from the CAGE data. Although TINs and PINs
have been reported to be transcribed mostly independently of their surrounding gene,
a small fraction of them has a sufficient concentration of CAGE tags for a recognizable
TSS. This suggest that hundreds or even thousands of the 3’UTR extensions are EST
clusters overlapping the 3’UTR of a RefSeq gene but originate rather from independent
transcripts than a single 3’UTR.
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The remaining set of unspliced EST clusters outside a 5kb range around RefSeq genes
comprises 11% of the data. About a tenth (a forth in mouse) of these clusters overlaps
retrogenes and retropseudogenes. For these cases, it is often impossible to distinguish
between truly expressed loci and mapping artifacts of ESTs arising from the spliced
original of the gene. The manual inspection of a random sample of the remaining cases
shows that a large fraction of these EST clusters constitute even larger extensions of
3’UTRs. In many cases they also appear to be long 3’UTRs/uaRNAs belonging to
previously unannotated, typically non-coding, spliced transcripts.
In summary, the analysis of unspliced ESTs uncovers a largely unexplored realm of long
transcripts. The frequently postulated connection between lack of splicing and nuclear
retention, see e.g. [89], and the surprising overlap of chromatin-associated transcripts
suggests that this class of transcripts might be involved in chromatin organization and
possibly other mechanisms of epigenetic control.
One might argue that the insights gained about the human genome could have been
retrieved by using RNAseq transcriptome data as well. This might be true, indeed.
However, there are already studies claiming that for complex genomic loci it works best
to combine different transcriptome analysing methods like ESTs and RNAseq [90]. Another aspect is that whole transcriptome sequencing is still an expensive method and
especially for large genomes not practical. Even for the very standard model organism
Mus musculus there is less RNAseq data available compared to human. Especially
plant genomes can reach a very large size. The Norway spruce for example is seven
times larger than the human genome, bread wheat is still five times larger. This makes
whole-genome sequencing much more expensive. In these cases EST sequencing can
still provide an easer to reach first glimpse on expressed genes like it once did for the
human genome.

5.2

Outlook

We compiled two genome-wide screens of unspliced ESTs. Analysing the whole genome
necessarily means that one hast to focus on specific parts of the data just because of
the sheer amount. Nevertheless, there is still much left to explore. Intronic RNAs have
gained much attention recently [91, 92]. Using our data it is possible to find promising candidates for currently unknown functional RNA transcripts, like Fig. 4.10 and
Fig. 4.15. This leads to the problem of validating our candidates. Additional experi-
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mental verification would add striking evidence for the significance of our predictions.
It would be a natural proceeding to hand on some of the most promising candidates
for intronic or intergenic transcripts to experimental partners for validation.
In addition the computational possibilities are not exhausted yet. One could further
analyse additional subsets of the data. Especially unspliced EST cluster conserved
between human and mouse already contain implicit additional evidence for functional
importance.
There are still possibilities left how to further analyse the created data sets. Furthermore using the introduced methods one could also redo the study for other organisms.
As mentioned before whole-genome sequencing for plants is not an easy task. According
to dbEST there are several plants for which more than one million ESTs are available:
Zea mays (maize), Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress), Glycine max (soybean), Triticum
aestivum (wheat), Oryza sativa (rice). Long non-coding RNAs are studied mostly from
a medical point of view. Therefore much less is known about this class of RNAs in
plant. A study examining the mentioned genomes could help to get a completly new
insight into unspliced transcripts of plants and their evolution in Eukarya in general.
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